
Biggest rail strike in three
decades hits UK amid cost of
living crisis

 Tens of thousands of rail staff in Britain have walked out in a dispute over pay and jobs,
bringing the country to a standstill in the network's biggest strike action in more than three
decades. 



London, June 21 (RHC)-- Tens of thousands of rail staff in Britain have walked out in a dispute over pay
and jobs, bringing the country to a standstill in the network's biggest strike action in more than three
decades. 

The walkout which will continue for three days comes amid a cost-of-living crisis caused by surging
inflation risks wider industrial action.   It started after last-ditch talks to avert the strike broke down on
Monday, with rail union RMT rejecting offers of below-inflation pay rises by both overground train
operators and London Underground that runs the Tube in the capital.

This means more than 50,000 RMT members are set to walk out for a three days national strike on
Tuesday, Thursday, and next Saturday.  Rail operators, however, warn of disruption throughout the week,
with lines not affected by strike action still having to reduce services.

RMT members on the London Underground are additionally staging a 24-hour Tube train stoppage
Tuesday.  The strikes are expected to cause significant disruption to transportation and major events.
 Schools are warning that thousands of teenagers taking national exams will also be affected.

Transport Secretary Grant Shapps said the government was doing everything it could to minimize the
expected "mass disruption".

Train strikes in the UK could stretch into the autumn and beyond unless a deal is reached, the leader of
the country’s rail union has warned after talks to end the deadlock failed.

The strikes are the biggest dispute on Britain's railway network since 1989. British rail union argues the
strikes are necessary as wages have failed to keep pace with inflation, which has hit a 40-year high.

Prime Minister Boris Johnson ignored the unions’ demands and denounced the strikes.
“By going ahead with these rail strikes, they are driving away commuters who ultimately support the jobs
of rail workers, whilst also impacting businesses and communities across the country,” he said in a
statement. 

Countries around the world are being hit by decades-high inflation as the Ukraine war and the easing of
COVID restrictions fuel energy and food price hikes. Thousands of workers were sacked in the aviation
industry during the pandemic.

On Monday, Brussels Airport cancelled all outbound flights after most security staff joined a nationwide
strike for better pay as soaring inflation hit workers' purchasing power.

The strikes are compounding wider travel chaos, especially after airlines were forced to cut flights owing
to staff shortages, causing chaotic delays and last-minute cancellations.  Other areas of the public sector
are set to hold strikes.

The Criminal Bar Association, representing senior lawyers in England and Wales, have voted to strike
from next week in a row over legal aid funding.  Four weeks of action begin on Monday and Tuesday,
increasing by one day each week until a five-day strike from July 18.

Teaching staff and workers in the state-run National Health Service are reportedly also mulling strike
action.  And several other transport unions are balloting members over possible stoppages that could
occur in the coming weeks.

The UK has recently been struggling with rising living costs, surging inflation, soaring fuel costs, and a
worsening job crisis.  The war in Ukraine and subsequent energy crisis as well as an economy still
battered by the pandemic are among the main reasons behind the crisis.
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